
The 
FRANKFORD 
 PANEL SYSTEM 

Define your space.

A fully modular system designed to 
be configured for any environment
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Influenced by the mechanical age and the age of discovery, 
the Frankford Panel System draws inspiration from Amuneal’s 
in-house archive of industrial and architectural artifacts.

Informed by our heritage in custom fabrication, this 
modular system can be fully customized. A series of highly 
engineered models and artisan finished materials combine 
to create panel configurations as unique as the spaces that 
they define.

The 
FRANKFORD 
 PANEL SYSTEM 



The Frankford Panel System can be configured in endless compositions. 
Create seamless transitions between private office settings, stunning 
architectural backdrops, and open communal spaces.

FLEXIBLE  
ARCHITECTURE

Shown Here: A series of panels connect to create 
architectural elements made from solid and patchwork steel 
infills with wire glass centers, in an all blackened framework.



At home in large and small spaces alike, a single run of interlocking panels creates the perfect 
divider, screen or backdrop to add another layer of architecture to your space. 

INTERIOR PARTITIONS

Shown Here: This 16' long screen, in a powder-coated finish with brass 
hardware, uses a mechanical wall connection for support.
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http://amuneal.com/products/shelving


FREESTANDING 
ENVIRONMENTS
Strong corner connections allow configurations to be freestanding 
in any environment, while our built-in leveling system helps to 
compensate for field conditions. Ranging in feel from intimate 
to grand, these custom configured rooms create an architectural 
feature in any space. 

Shown Here:  Four corner connections 
with a freespanning transom create a self-
supporting space with simple entryway.



CONFIGURATIONS
Understanding The Frankford Panel System 
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Panel Standards

Two Infill Three Infill Freespanning Transom (p.7)

Low Panels Two Infill

Connections

Wall AttachmentPanel to Panel  
Attachment

Typical Corner Detail

The Frankford Panel System is designed 

to offer flexibility in size, materials, finish 

and configuration. Utilizing a proprietary 

series of extrusions and interconnecting 

hardware; standard panels can range up 

to 6' wide and up to 10' tall.

Standard panels have up to two horizontal 

supports creating three opportunities for 

infill panels of metal and glass. The system 

is designed to accept materials up to 

3/8" thick.  

Panel to panel attachment is made using 

a mechanical fastening system. Special 

termination plates are used where a panel 

meets an existing wall or at the end of a 

freestanding run of panels; while special 

connections are used to create inside and 

outside corners.
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A. Vertical Framing Member
B. Infill Panel shown with 
    Blackened Steel Patchwork
C. Horizontal Framing Member
D. Inside Corner
E. Infill Panel shown with Wire Glass
F. Kick with Recessed Levelers
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OPTIONS
The Frankford Panel System Options

We offer several standard infill options plus the ability to fully customize panels for your 
individual installation.

Infill Materials

Glass

Ribbed Glass Wire GlassAcid Etched

Blackened Steel

Solid

Bronze Patina on SteelPainted Infill

Riveted

Metal

Blackened Powder Coated

Vertical and horizontal members are available in two 
standard finishes

Support Frame Finishes

Framework

Metal Infill Designs
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Patchwork
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